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Meaning shrink back, retreat is first recorded c; and that of spring back (as a gun) in s.
Related: Recoiled ; recoiling. n. c, retreat, from Old French recul recoil, backward
movement, retreat, from reculer (see recoil (v.)). Meaning back-kick of a firearm is from s.
to quickly move away from something that is shocking, frightening, or disgusting: to react to
something with shock or fear. of a gun: to move back suddenly when fired. recoil. English
Language Learners Definition of recoil (Entry 2 of 2): the sudden backward movement of a
gun that happens when the gun is fired. RECOIL is a firearms lifestyle magazine covering not
only guns but the lifestyle gun enthusiasts enjoy. Our magazine is gear heavy featuring a
plethora of guns, Â ?About and Contact RECOIL - ?Firearm Lifestyle Magazine - ?Guns ?Gear.
recoil definition: 1. to move back because of fear or disgust (= dislike or disapproval): 2. to
refuse to accept an idea or principle, feeling strong dislike or. Call in airstrikes, collect supply
drops and capture GPS-enabled control points. 3D audio puts you in the middle of the fight.
Recoil Starter Set includes 2 Recoil. dentalhealthmed.com is down for maintenance. Support
Â· Open Source information Â· Skyrocket home page.
A recoil is a movement backwards, usually from some force or impact. The recoil of a gun is a
backward movement caused by momentum. Your trip to the. Danny Trejo in Recoil () Serinda
Swan in Recoil () Keith Jardine in Recoil () Danny Trejo and Tom McBeath in Recoil ()
Danny Trejo and. 17 Jul - 4 min - Uploaded by GameStop TV Turn any location into an
immersive GPS-enabled battlefield. Feel the explosive rush of FPS.
15 Aug - 1 min - Uploaded by RECOILWorld dentalhealthmed.com dentalhealthmed.com
https:// www.
(firearms) The energy transmitted back to the shooter from a firearm which has fired. Recoil is
a function of the weight of the weapon, the weight of the projectile, .
Synonyms for recoil at dentalhealthmed.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for recoil.
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